Vehicle Hire – Terms and Conditions
By hiring any vehicle from Coachpoint Ltd it is agreed that the terms of the hire are as follows. The agreement is
made between the hirer & Coachpoint Ltd
The hirer is deemed to be the person responsible for organising the hire of the vehicle.
Dry Vehicle Hire Rates:
-

Single Contract up to 80km
AM and PM Contracts up to 160km total
Multiple AM & PM Contracts up to 200km total
Full day vehicle hire
Full day vehicle hire (Decker)

£65
£100
£100 + £25 per additional AM or PM contract.
£200
£250

Hire periods may run up to 7 days (1 week) consecutively, and must be paid for in full at the end of that 7 day period.
Vehicles will only be dry hired to other PSV operators who hold a PSV operator’s license.

Conditions of hire:
Maintenance:
All vehicles will be supplied in a safe working condition in accordance with the terms of our own operators license.
All maintenance documents will be up to date and available for viewing. The hirer is responsible for checking and
maintaining fluid levels and ongoing maintenance at all times. Wear and tear on the vehicles is expected, but
mechanical breakdowns whilst on hire regardless of cause are the responsibility of the hirer.
Insurance:
The vehicle must be under fully comprehensive cover by the hirer’s own insurance policy for the duration of the hire
period. Any drivers using the vehicle during the period of hire must be covered by this insurance. It is deemed by
Coachpoint ltd that agreement to hire a vehicle includes providing insurance cover for all drivers.
Damage:
Any damage done to the vehicle during the period of the hire must be rectified by the hirer - regardless of whether
this damage is caused by negligence, vandalism or any other. This includes damage to seats or interior components,
damage to engine or mechanical parts or damage to bodywork.
Fuel
The vehicle should be returned with the same amount of fuel in it as when collected.
Operation:
It is agreed that at all times, the vehicle will be operated legally in accordance with the terms on the operator’s
license; including legalities of journeys, legalities of licensing and all working time & drivers hours regulations.
Fines and fees:
It is assumed that any fine or fee (including but not limited to speeding fines, parking charges, CAZ/LEZ/ULEZ
charges) are the responsibility of the hirer and will be forwarded as such.
Any hirer must agree to accept the above terms and conditions before any hire can commence. Any vehicle hire
undertaken automatically implies acceptance of these terms.
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